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Overview of Direct Selling Business 
and Recent Regulatory changes 

 

In the 271st issue of our Newsletter, we had highlighted about the recognition given to Company 

Secretaries under the Direct Selling Entities segment vide the Consumer Protection (Direct Selling) 

Rules, 2021.  

This Article tries to explain a bit more about the direct selling entities model of business which has 

evolved over the years. 

What is Direct Selling? 

In this model of business, the goods or services are provided not through the outlets of the brand but 

rather through sellers who may choose to sell it within the limits of their own houses or online. This 

flexible model is thus less costly and attracts many direct sellers into the market.   

Components of Direct Selling Business 

The two main components of this model of business are the Direct Selling Entity (DSE) and the Direct 

Sellers(DS). 

The DSE is the principal entity that offers to sell its goods or services through direct sellers. Direct 

Sellers (DS) can undertake the direct selling business only upon entering into a legally binding contract 

with the former. Therefore, in simple terms the relationship between the two can be said to be that 

of Principal and Agents. As per Indian Direct Selling Association (IDSA) this model of business accounts 

for major source of income for almost 70 lakh people in the country of which 50% are women. 

Some of the popular brands which operate on this model of business are Amway, Tupperware, Avon 

etc.  

                  

 

In recent times these businesses have been threatened by the existence of unscrupulous Pyramid 

Schemes and Money Circulation schemes. There are organizations such as IDSA and ADSEI - 

Association of Direct Selling Entities of India that work to represent genuine DSEs at the forefront.  

Various initiatives have been taken by both for spreading awareness about said fraudulent schemes. 

 Pyramid Schemes and Money Circulation schemes 

Pyramid Schemes also known as Multi-Level Marketing/Chain Marketing are schemes which operate 

on the premise of offering quick, high returns but if the chain gets ruptured at any level, it results in 

huge financial losses to the subscribers in the chain.  
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Money Circulation schemes are those schemes through which unauthorised companies have been 

accepting deposits but later vanish without repaying the monies to the concerned depositors. As per 

RBI regulations deposit taking companies are regulated by applicable NBFC regulations.  

Collection of money under these schemes are cognizable offence under the Prize Chits and Money 

Circulation Scheme (Banning) Act, 1978 and hence fall under the purview of Unregulated Deposit 

Scheme under the Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Act, 2019 as well. RBI had also cautioned 

the public about such schemes in the past. 

Despite the warnings and measures, these schemes continue to exist in the market. The Direct Selling 

businesses have also been adversely affected by the same.  

Recent measures taken by Department of Consumer Affairs  

The DCA had released Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules, 2020 on 23rd July 2020. The e-

commerce Rules cast several duties on the DSEs and DSs that were carrying on the business through 

e-commerce. The said Rules were mainly aimed to curb the practises of sale of products and services 

made on the grounds of misleading information.  

The DCA in its efforts to strengthen the framework for the DSEs and to protect the public from falling 

prey to the Pyramid Schemes and Money Circulation Schemes has released the Consumer Protection 

(Direct Selling Entities) Rules, 2021 (“the Rules”) on 28th December, 2021. These are similar to the 

guidelines released in the year 2016. Now that they have been re-introduced in the form of Rules, its 

implementation will have to be ensured. The Rules not only prohibit the DSEs to involve in any sort of 

Pyramid or Money Circulation schemes but addresses other aspects such as maintenance of physical 

office, website, prohibition on promoting pyramid schemes etc  

Brief Analysis of Rules 

➢ These Rules are applicable to all models of direct selling and all the sale of goods and services 

through them. 

 

➢ Rule 4- Mandatory maintenance of records: Every DSE has been mandated to maintain all 

documents as may be specified under different laws applicable to it, either physically or 

electronically at its Registered Office. The COI, MOA, PAN, GST and Income Tax Returns, 

Balance Sheet, Audit Report and other reports, Register of Direct Sellers, Licenses issued under 

laws as may be applicable to it etc are few such documents to be maintained. Further as per 

Rule 5 these documents are also required to be maintained on its website. 

 

➢ Rule 5 deals with Obligations of DSE and are quite vast in nature. One such obligation is to 

make a declaration to the effect that it has complied with the Rules and that it is not involved 

in any Pyramid Scheme or Money Circulation Scheme. Certain website disclosures are also 

required to be made as per this Rule. 

 

➢ Rule 6 deals with Obligations of Direct Seller. As per the said Rules it is must for a Direct Seller 

to have entered into prior written contract with the DSE for undertaking sale of goods or 

services of such DSE. Other obligations are more in the nature of practises to be followed 

while dealing with prospective buyers. 
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➢ Rule 7 deals with Duties of direct selling entity and direct seller. In personal view, there is no 

significant difference between the obligations cast and the duties prescribed under the Rules. 

Both emphasise on protecting the customers from unfair trade practises, misleading 

advertisements, quality assurance, after sale services etc These rules are also aimed at helping 

the consumer make an informed decision.  

 

➢ Rule 8 prescribes persons who shall not engage in the business of direct selling. A person who 

is convicted or bankrupt under IBC 2016 during last five years prior to his association with 

business of direct selling is prohibited from engaging in this business. A person of unsound 

mind is also prohibited from engaging in this business. Since period of conviction is not 

specified,  it means that any person who has been convicted at any time under any law in the 

said prior period shall not be eligible.  

 

➢  Rule 9 extends the applicability of Consumer Protection (e-commerce) Rules, 2020 to those 

DSEs and DS carrying on the business as e-commerce entities or through e-commerce 

platforms.   

 

➢ Rule 10 prohibits the DSEs and DSs from promoting Pyramid Schemes or participating in 

Money Circulation.  

 

➢ Rule 11 has assigned the respective State Governments with the task of monitoring and 

supervising the compliance of these Rules by the participants in Direct Selling business. 

 

➢ Rule 12 clarifies that in case of any inconsistency between these rules and regulation under 

RBI Act, 1934 applicable to DSE then the latter shall prevail.  

 

➢ Rule 13 prescribes the penal provision for contravention of any of these Rules shall be same 

as prescribed under the Consumer Protection Act, 2019 

As on February, 06th 2022 leading DSEs such as Tupperware and Amway have not yet fully updated 

their website in line with the Rules. Since a timeline of 90 days from commencement of Rules has been 

given, we can expect such companies to be fully compliant with the Rules not later than 28th March, 

2022. The DCA has been consistent in its approach towards plugging of various loopholes in the 

industry. With the passage of time, we can only anticipate more such regulations being introduced to 

ward off illegal business practises prevalent in the market.  

 

 CS Rajeswari J Pai                                             
Associate 
Date: 22nd February, 2022. 

 


